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Cell CycleCell Cycle

(TG 090(TG 090--094)094)
Somatic Cell Division Somatic Cell Division -- OverviewOverview

InterphaseInterphase –– 95% of cell cycle95% of cell cycle
Organelle duplication, DNA replication, GrowthOrganelle duplication, DNA replication, Growth



G1 PhaseG1 Phase

Metabolically activeMetabolically active
Organelle duplication, but no DNA replicationOrganelle duplication, but no DNA replication
Duration variable Duration variable –– short in embryonic and short in embryonic and 
cancer cellscancer cells
Prepares for S phasePrepares for S phase
Cells that remain in G1 for a long time = G0 Cells that remain in G1 for a long time = G0 
(permanent tissues, such as neural tissue) (permanent tissues, such as neural tissue) 
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S PhaseS Phase

Committed to cell division once this startsCommitted to cell division once this starts
DNA and DNA and centrosomecentrosome replicationreplication
SemiSemi--conservative replication of DNA: conservative replication of DNA: 
two identical daughter genomestwo identical daughter genomes
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G2 PhaseG2 Phase

Growth continuesGrowth continues
Enzymes and proteins synthesized for Enzymes and proteins synthesized for 
cell divisioncell division
Determining Cell StageDetermining Cell Stage

Cells at different stages of the cell cycle can Cells at different stages of the cell cycle can 
also be distinguished by their DNA contentalso be distinguished by their DNA content
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Mitotic (M) PhaseMitotic (M) Phase

mitosis plus mitosis plus cytokinesiscytokinesis
Mitosis:Mitosis:

ProphaseProphase
MetaphaseMetaphase
AnaphaseAnaphase
TelophaseTelophase
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Regulation of the Cell Regulation of the Cell 
CycleCycle

Cell Cycle LengthsCell Cycle Lengths
Vary by cell type:Vary by cell type:

Embryonic cellsEmbryonic cells
Stem cells (e.g., blood cells and epithelial cells)Stem cells (e.g., blood cells and epithelial cells)
Sperm cellsSperm cells

G1 prolonged in stable or permanent cells G1 prolonged in stable or permanent cells 
(called G0)(called G0)
G1 rapid or nonG1 rapid or non--existent in rapidlyexistent in rapidly--dividing dividing 
cellscells



Embryonic cellsEmbryonic cells

Cell growth not part of cell cycleCell growth not part of cell cycle
All energy goes into DNA synthesisAll energy goes into DNA synthesis
So G1 lacking and G2 quite shortSo G1 lacking and G2 quite short
Each round of division subdivides original Each round of division subdivides original 
cytoplasm into smaller and smaller cells,cytoplasm into smaller and smaller cells,
Until adult cell size is reachedUntil adult cell size is reached





CellCell--Cycle CheckpointsCycle Checkpoints

G1 checkpointG1 checkpoint
In yeast, called In yeast, called startstart
In animal cells, called restriction pointIn animal cells, called restriction point

G2 checkpointG2 checkpoint
Located at boundary between G2 and M phaseLocated at boundary between G2 and M phase
Proper completion of DNA synthesis required before Proper completion of DNA synthesis required before 
cell can initiate mitosiscell can initiate mitosis

Spindle Assembly CheckpointSpindle Assembly Checkpoint
Boundary between metaphase and anaphaseBoundary between metaphase and anaphase
All chromosomes must be properly attached to the All chromosomes must be properly attached to the 
spindlespindle





MPFMPF

CytoplasmicCytoplasmic factor(sfactor(s) first discovered as ) first discovered as 
a promoter of meiosis in frog a promoter of meiosis in frog oocytesoocytes
MitosisMitosis--promoting factor (Mpromoting factor (M--phase phase 
promoting factor, used to be maturationpromoting factor, used to be maturation--
promoting factor)promoting factor)
Triggers passage through G2 checkpoint Triggers passage through G2 checkpoint 
into Minto M--phasephase



MPF composed of 2 MPF composed of 2 
proteinsproteins

Gene cdc2 codes for a protein Gene cdc2 codes for a protein kinasekinase
CdkCdk: : cyclincyclin--dependent dependent kinasekinase
But to be active, must be bound to But to be active, must be bound to 
another group of proteins called another group of proteins called cyclinscyclins
MPF = MPF = CdkCdk--CyclinCyclin complexcomplex
(cdc2 codes for Cdk1, part of MPF)(cdc2 codes for Cdk1, part of MPF)





CyclinsCyclins

Mitotic Mitotic CyclinsCyclins (G2 checkpoint)(G2 checkpoint)
G1 G1 cyclinscyclins (with G1 (with G1 CdksCdks))
SpindleSpindle--assembly checkpointassembly checkpoint



Mitotic Mitotic CdkCdk--CyclinCyclin
Complex (MPF) and G2Complex (MPF) and G2

Controls G2 checkpoint by Controls G2 checkpoint by phosphorylatingphosphorylating
proteins involved in early stages of mitosisproteins involved in early stages of mitosis
CdkCdk levels constantlevels constant
But mitotic But mitotic cyclincyclin levels gradually increase levels gradually increase ––
act as cell regulatorsact as cell regulators
MPF only active when MPF only active when cyclincyclin levels high levels high 
enough enough –– triggers passage through G2 triggers passage through G2 
checkpointcheckpoint



Function of G2 Function of G2 
checkpoint:checkpoint:

Error check: DNA replication must be Error check: DNA replication must be 
completecomplete
Detects Detects unreplicatedunreplicated DNA, holds cell at DNA, holds cell at 
G2G2
Detects damaged DNA, arrests cell in G2 Detects damaged DNA, arrests cell in G2 
until damage repaireduntil damage repaired



Growth Factors, Growth Factors, CyclinCyclin D, D, 
and G1and G1

G1 Checkpoint: G1 Checkpoint: 
START in yeastSTART in yeast
Restriction Point in mammalsRestriction Point in mammals

Main step that commits a cell to divisionMain step that commits a cell to division
Sensitive to:Sensitive to:

Cell sizeCell size
Availability of nutrientsAvailability of nutrients
External growth factorsExternal growth factors

CyclinCyclin DD
Sensitive to growth factors (rapidly degraded)Sensitive to growth factors (rapidly degraded)
CdkCdk--cyclincyclin D complex drives cell through G1 to S D complex drives cell through G1 to S 
phasephase





RbRb protein: protein: 

Key substrate of Key substrate of CdkCdk--cyclincyclin D complexD complex
Binds to transcription factor E2FBinds to transcription factor E2F
Growth factors Growth factors activated activated CdkCdk--CyclinCyclin
PhosphorylatesPhosphorylates RbRb
Allows transcription to proceedAllows transcription to proceed
RbRb gene: expresses gene: expresses RbRb protein, acts as a protein, acts as a 
G1 brakeG1 brake





p53: Tumor Suppressor p53: Tumor Suppressor 
GeneGene

DNA damage DNA damage increased levels of p53increased levels of p53
p53 is a transcription factorp53 is a transcription factor
activates gene coding for p21activates gene coding for p21
P21: P21: cdkcdk inhibitor that arrests cells in G1 until inhibitor that arrests cells in G1 until 
damage repaireddamage repaired
If  DNA repair not successful, p53 induces If  DNA repair not successful, p53 induces 
apoptosisapoptosis
Called “guardian of the genome” Called “guardian of the genome” 
50% of all cancers related to mutations of p53 50% of all cancers related to mutations of p53 





Regulation at SpindleRegulation at Spindle--
Assembly CheckpointAssembly Checkpoint

MPF causes activation of anaphaseMPF causes activation of anaphase--
promoting complexpromoting complex
Complex pathway that promotes Complex pathway that promotes 
anaphaseanaphase
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